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ABSTRACT
Digital preservation addresses the storage, maintenance,
accessibility, and technical integrity of digital materials
over the long term. Preservation metadata is the informa-
tion required to perform these tasks. Given the volume
of these journals and high labor cost of manual metadata
entry, automated metadata extraction is necessary. Docu-
ment layout analysis is a process of partitioning document
images into hierarchically structured and labeled homoge-
neous physical regions. Descriptive metadata such as bibli-
ographic information can then be extracted from these seg-
mented and labeled regions using OCR. While numerous
algorithms have been proposed for document layout analy-
sis, most of them require manually specified rules or mod-
els. In this paper, we first define the hierarchical 2D layout
model of document pages as a set of attributed hidden semi-
Markov Models (HSMM). Each attributed HSMM repre-
sents the projection profile of the character bounding boxes
in a physical region on either the X or Y axis. We then
describe a Bayesian-based method to learn 2D layout mod-
els from the unstructured and labeled physical regions in
a set of training pages. We compare the zoning and la-
beling performance of the learned HSMM-based model, a
learned baseline model, and two rule-based systems on 69
test pages and show that the HSMM-based model has the
best overall performance, and comparable or better perfor-
mance for individual fields.
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1 Introduction and Prior Work

Compared to paper documents, scanned or online digital
documents can be easily maintained, retrieved, and trans-
mitted via Internet. However, if the supporting software
and hardware become obsolete, digital documents, unlike
paper documents, could be completely lost. It can be-
come a serious problem for digital library systems that store
large amount of digital documents. Digital preservation ad-
dresses the storage, maintainance, accessibility, and techni-
cal integrity of digital materials over the long term. At the
National Library of Medicine, we are interested in preserv-
ing scanned and online medical journals.

Preservation metadata is a crucial component in any
digital preservation system since it saves all the informa-
tion required for preserving digital documents [1]. While
some technical metadata of a scanned document page can
be extracted directly from its header, descriptive metadata
such as bibliographic information of a scanned journal ar-
ticle is usually not directly available. Layout analysis of
scanned document pages is a process of partitioning a docu-
ment page into hierarchically structured and labeled homo-
geneous physical regions. Metadata can then be extracted
from these segmented and labeled regions using OCR.

While numerous algorithms have been proposed for
document layout analysis, most of them rely on manually
created rules or models. Spitz [2] described a system for
layout recognition based on style related rules. Kimet al.
[3] use a set of geometric and contextual rules to segment
and label document pages. Language models have been
used by a few researchers for analyzing the layout of docu-
ment pages. Kopec and Chou [4] used a probabilistic finite
state automaton to represent the layout of Yellow Pages.
Krishnamoorthyet al. [5] proposed a hierarchical doc-
ument page segmentation algorithm using a set of block
grammars. Mao and Kanungo [6] use a set of stochastic
context-free grammars to recognize the layout of bilingual
dictionary pages. All the rules or models described above
are manually specified, and therefore a new set of rules or
models may have to be manually created for a new class of
documents.

In this paper, we describe a method in which we learn
the layout models from unstructured and logically labeled
physical regions in a training set of document page images.
The models to be learned are a set of attributed hidden
semi-Markov models (HSMMs). Each attributed HSMM
represents the character projection profile of physical re-
gions on either the X or Y axis. The whole model repre-
sents a hierarchical 2D layout of a class of document pages.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly define the general form of our layout models. In
Section 3, we describe the details of a learning algorithm
for inducing attributed hidden semi-Markov models based
on Bayesian model merging. In Section 4, the experimental
protocol is given. Finally, in Section 5, we present results
and a detailed discussion.



2 The Model

Physical regions in a document page appear in spatial or-
der on a page and are separated by white spaces of different
sizes. They usually have different widths and heights and
contain characters, figures or image components of differ-
ent sizes and attributes. For example, the title region in the
first page of an article usually appears at the top center of
the page, has small height, and has characters of large size.
It is typically followed by a white space which is in turn
followed by an author region that has characters of small
size. A large physical region such as a column could con-
sist of several regions such as paragraphs. A good model
should be able to represent all such useful information.

We use attributed hidden semi-Markov models
(HSMM) to represent document layouts as follows:1) each
such model represents the projection profile of character
bounding boxes of a physical region on either the X or Y
axis as determined by a dimensionality attribute. A physi-
cal region can either be a white space or text region. Non-
text regions such as figures and tables can also be modeled
but are not considered in this paper. The use of character
bounding box as the basic image unit for document page
decomposition was initially proposed by Haet al. [7]. 2)
Each state of an attributed hidden semi-Markov model rep-
resents a text region or a white space region (a gap between
two text regions or a page margin). A state can also refer to
multiple zones if these zones overlap in the projection pro-
file. 3) The underlying language model of the HSMM, the
finite state automaton, is used to model the order of physi-
cal regions on the projection profile.4) State observations
are used to represent observed features from the charac-
ters in associated physical region,5) state duration is used
to model the size (width or height) of the corresponding
physical region.

Formally, an attributed hidden semi-Markov model
M is a 5-tupleM = (Ai, Bi, Ci, πi, ρ), whereAi is the
state transition probability matrix ofM , Bi is a state ob-
servation probability matrix ofM , Ci is the duration (or
size) probability matrix ofM , πi is the initial probability
vector: the probability thatM starts in a given state, andρ
denotes the dimensionality attribute of the model. Our 2D
hierarchical layout model consists of a set of such attributed
hidden semi-Markov models arranged in a tree grammar
framework. We have described the details of the grammar
model in [8].

We explain our layout model using the example page
shown in Figure 1. The layout model consists of several
attributed hidden semi-Markov models each of which rep-
resents the character projection profile on either the X or
Y axis. Note that both the text and white space regions
are represented in the model. Since the models are hidden
semi-Markov models, no state has a transition to itself.

Figure 1. The model at the left is used to model the char-
acter projection profile, delineated by zone boundaries, of
the whole page on Y axis. The fourth state (consisting of
title, author, and affiliation) in the model can be expanded
into the model at the bottom since the physical regions rep-
resented by the state can be further split along X axis into
two columns. Note that the states that contain text are col-
ored in solid black. The terminating states are shown as
shaded circles.

3 The Learning Algorithm

In the last section, we described the general form of the
layout model of document pages, i.e., a set of attributed
HSMMs. The exact topology and parameters of the layout
model for different document classes are usually different.
For a given document class, our goal is to learn the exact
topology and parameters of the layout model from unstruc-
tured and labeled physical regions in a set of training doc-
ument pages. We pose the learning problem as a search or
optimization problem in a Bayesian framework.

Stolcke and Omohundro [9] used a similar approach
for inducing hidden Markov models (HMMs) to analyze
speech signals. Their work is based on the approach taken
by Thomason and Granum [10] in which HMM models are
induced by maximizing some likelihood criteria. In our
approach, state duration distributions are considered dur-
ing the learning process. This is a significant improvement
over HMMs where model state duration distributions are
inherently geometric distributions, which in most cases is
not true for the sizes of document physical regions. In our
approach, instead of 1D string model, a 2D layout model
is learned by recursively applying the learning algorithm
on both X and Y projection profiles of character bounding
boxes.



3.1 The Recursive Bayesian Learning Algo-
rithm

We assume that the rectangular bounding boxes of zones
and characters of a set of training document pages are
given. Note that the given bounding box and logical labels
of physical regions do not have to be perfect as long as er-
ror occurs with relatively small probability. We can obtain
an initial projection profile of the bounding boxes of char-
acters, which are delineated by zone boundaries, on either
the X or Y axis. We assign states to physical regions in the
projection profile as described in Section 2. Figure 1 shows
how to get a string of states from the projection profile of a
document page image.

To obtain an initial model from a set of input strings of
states, we can construct an attributed hidden semi-Markov
model which produces exactly these strings. The initial
states of the model correspond to the first state in each in-
put string and each string is represented by a unique path
in the model. The probability of an initial state represents
the relative frequency of the corresponding string among
all strings. Within each path, a state has a unique transi-
tion to the next state with probability 1. To compute the
observation distribution of each state in an attributed hid-
den semi-Markov model, the physical region represented
by the attributed hidden semi-Markov model is first parti-
tioned into a sequence of thin strips of same size perpendic-
ular to the axis determined by the dimensionality attribute.
A count of character bounding boxes in each strip is consid-
ered as an observation of the state. A empirical distribution
of such counts is then considered as the observation distri-
bution of the state. The number of strips in each state is
considered a duration (or size) observation of the state with
probability one. Since the probability of each path in the
model is equal to the relative frequency of the correspond-
ing string, the model is a maximum likelihood model, i.e.
arg maxM P (X|M), whereX denotes some input data.

We now want to merge the states of the model such
that a Bayesian posterior probability function is maximized
as follows:

M∗ = arg max
M

P (M |X) = arg max
M

P (M)P (X|M)
P (X)

= arg max
M

P (M)P (X|M). (1)

The online version of a best first merging algorithm with
look ahead [9] is used to search for an optimal model. We
constrain the search not to have loops, not to merge a text
state with a gap or margin state, and not to merge two
states that have very different spatial order. The logical
label counts of each state are retained during the merging
process. The logical label of each state in the final model
is determined by the logical label that has the most count.
While this algorithm can be used to learn the attributed hid-
den semi-Markov models from 1D input strings, we can
learn a 2D model by applying it recursively to the X or Y
projection profiles of physical regions of document pages.

LetM be the 2D model to be learned and letI be a
set of training document page images. LetDs(I) be a set
of physical regions inI that have the state labels. Let
modelMerging(Ds(I)) be the merging algorithm oper-
ated onDs(I) and return an attributed hidden semi-Markov
model. LetD0(I) be a set of full page domain ofI. Let
RDV (Ds(I),M) be a duration Viterbi algorithm [11] that
is used to recursively segmenting a document page using
the attributed hidden semi-Markov model inM. It returns
a set of domain setsD(I) that can be further split at another
direction. SetM = φ whereφ is the empty set. The recur-
sive learning algorithmRecursiveLearning(Ds(I),M)
perform the following steps:

1. M = modelMerging(D0(I)),M =M∪ {M}.

2. D = RDV (D0(I),M).

3. For each domain setDs(I) in D, loop:

(a) If Ds(I) can be further split at another dimen-
sion, callRecursiveLearning(Ds(I),M).

(b) Else, continue.

In the following subsections, we will discuss the de-
tailed descriptions of priors and likelihood functions used
in the optimization process as shown in Equation 1.

3.2 Priors for Hidden Semi-Markov Models

From the learning point of view, an attributed hidden semi-
Markov modelM can be decomposed into three compo-
nents asM = (Mg,Mt, θM ) whereMg is the general
model form,Mt is the exact model topology givenMg, and
θM is the parameters ofM givenMt andMg. The prior of
M can therefore be written as

P (M) = P (Mg,Mt, θM )
= P (Mg) · P (Mt|Mg) · P (θM |Mt,Mg).

Stolcke and Omohundro [9] proposed state-based pri-
ors forMt andθM in a HMM as follows:

P (M) = P (Mg)
∏
q∈Q

P (M (q)
t |Mg)P (θ(q)

M |Mg,M
(q)
t ).

whereQ is the state vocabulary. The Dirichlet prior is
used to computeP (θ(q)

M |Mg,M
(q)
t ) in [9] and a state-based

simple prior is used to computeP (M (q)
t |Mg). Since the

state duration is explicitly represented in the hidden semi-
Markov models, we can computeP (θ(q)

M |Mg,M
(q)
t ) and

P (M (q)
t |Mg) as follows:

P (θ(q)
M |Mg,M

(q)
t ) =

1
B(αt, . . . , αt)

n
(q)
t∑
i=1

θαt−1
qi ·

1
B(αe, . . . , αe)

n(q)
e∑
j=1

θαe−1
qj ·



1
B(αd, . . . , αd)

n
(q)
d∑
k=1

θαd−1
qk

,

P (M (q)
t |Mg) = p

n
(q)
t
t (1− pt)|Q|−n

(q)
t ·

p
n(q)
e
e (1− pe)|Q|−n

(q)
e ·

pd(1− pd)V
(q)
.

where the quantities with subscriptt, e, b represent the con-
tributions of state transition, state observation, and state du-
ration parameters, respectively. We computeV (q) as

V (q) =
d

(q)
max − d(q)

min

d
(q)
max

N. (2)

whered(q)
max andd(q)

min are the largest and smallest duration
symbols for stateq, respectively, andN is the normaliza-
tion factor of the state duration. We setpd = 0.8 in our
experiments. The state duration prior in Equation 2 is se-
lected to penalize the merging of two states that has very
different sizes. This is based on our observations that docu-
ment regions with similar logical labels tend to have similar
sizes.

3.3 Likelihood Functions

In order to compute the posterior probability, we need to
compute the likelihood function, i.e., the probability of ob-
serving the data given a model. The likelihood function can
be expressed as

P (X|M) =
∫
θM

P (θM |M)P (X|M, θM )dθM .

whereP (X|M) can be approximate by the sum of the
probability of the Viterbi path for each element inX [9].
Since the Dirichlet prior is used forP (θM |M), Equation 3
can be rewritten as

P (X|M) ≈
∏
q∈Q

∫
θ
(q)
M

P (θ(q)
M |M)P (v(q)|M, θ

(q)
M )dθ(q)

M ,

=
∏
q∈Q

B(v(q)
1 + α

(q)
1 , . . . , v

(q)
n + α

(q)
n )

B(α(q)
1 , . . . , α

(q)
n )

.

where vs are Viterbi counts andαs are parameter prior
weights.

4 Experimental Protocol

We first learn the layout models from the title pages of 19
articles of a medical journal. We then use the learned mod-
els to segment and label title, author, affiliation, and ab-
stract fields in the title pages of another 69 articles of the
same journal. The test dataset consists of 198 title textlines,
181 author textlines, 600 affiliation textlines, and 2079 ab-
stract textlines.

The width of strips used for partitioning a physical
region is 12 pixels. The number of character bounding box
counts are uniformly quantized into 1 to 10 levels. Each
quantization level represents 5 bounding boxes. Any count
greater than 50 will be quantized to 10. The normalization
factor for state duration is set to 100 strips.

We also learn a baseline 2D layout model that is sim-
ilar to our 2D model except that it is based on hidden
Markov models. From now on, we call our 2D model the
HSMM-based model and the baseline model the HMM-
based model. The training dataset and the values of com-
mon parameters of the recursive learning algorithm are the
same for learning both models. We use the learned base-
line model by replacing the duration Viterbi algorithm with
the Viterbi algorithm in the recursive learning algorithm as
described in Section 3.1. We then compare the segmenta-
tion and labeling performance using both models and two
rule-based systems [3, 12] developed previously.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

We report the experimental results in two steps: the model
learning results and segmentation and labeling results using
the learned models.

5.1 The Learning Results

The learning algorithm automatically induces three at-
tributed model components (HSMMs) from a set of train-
ing document pages as shown in Figure 2. The model com-
ponent (b) represents the projection profile of the characters
in the whole page on the X axis. It consists of the states
representing the left margin, left column, column gap, and
right column of the page. The left column state L and right
column state R in (b) are expanded into the model compo-
nents shown in (c) and (d), respectively. They represent the
projection profile of the characters in the left column and
right column on the Y axis. The solid black states repre-
sent text regions and white states represent white spaces.
The shaded states represent the terminating state. In the
model component shown in (c), state 2 represents the ti-
tle field, state 4 represents the author field, state 6 and 8
represent the affiliation field, and state 16 and 10 represent
logical zones of other type. In the model component shown
in (d), state 4, 22, and 26 represent the abstract field, other
text states represent logical zones of other type.

Since the given bounding boxes and logical labels of
physical regions are not perfect and observation of a state
may not be the optimal representation of the state, some
states are incorrectly merged. For example in (c), state 1
has an incorrect transition to state 4. But those transitions
usually have very small probabilities and are ignored in the
recognition algorithms. Table 1 shows some statistics of
the learning results.
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Figure 2. A sample document page used in the experiments
is shown in (a). The learned model components that repre-
senting the projection profile of the characters in the whole
page on the X axis (b), the left column on the Y axis (c),
and the right column on the Y axis (d).

5.2 Results and Summary

We report segmentation and labeling accuracy for each
of the title, author, affiliation, and abstract fields using
the HSMM- and, HMM-based models, and two rule-based
methods. We also report an overall accuracy that is the ra-
tio of the total number of correctly located and labeled title,
author, affiliation, and abstract textlines to the total number
of title, author, affiliation, and abstract textlines. Figure 3
shows a graph representation of the performance results.

Figure 4 shows the segmentation and labeling result
of a sample test page using HSMM-based layout model
and the HMM-based layout model. The logical labels of
the physical regions are signified with the thickness of their
rectangular bounding boxes. From the thinnest to the thick-
est bounding boxes, the represented logical labels are title,
author, affiliation, and abstract.

Table 1. This table reports number of the initial states, num-
ber of the states in the final model, and batch size.

model Number of Number of Batch size
component Initial states Final states Batch size
1 95 HSMM: 5, HMM: 5 5
2 189 HSMM: 17, HMM: 28 5
3 205 HSMM: 32, HMM: 29 5

Figure 3. Segmentation and labeling accuracy using the
HSMM-based model, the HMM-based model, heuristic
rules, and rules inferred in the Dynamic Feature Generat-
ing System (DFGS). Note that in the heuristic-rule-based
and DFGS-based system 1) more features are used, and 2)
prior physical segmentation is required.

We can see that the HSMM-based model significantly
outperforms the HMM-based model. This is mainly due to
the fact that the duration of states in our model are explic-
itly represented and learned from training dataset. We can
also see that the HSMM-based model has comparable zon-
ing and labeling performance as the DFGS-based system
for title, author, and abstract fields. But it has significantly
better performance for affiliation field since it was able to
merge the over-segmented affiliation zones in the training
document pages.

In summary, we have described a recursive learning
algorithm for learning a 2D layout model from unstructured
and labeled physical regions in a set of training document
pages. Experimental results show that the HSMM-based
layout model significantly outperforms a learned baseline
model (HMM-based layout model). We will consider more
features such as font size, font attribute, and key word as
state observations in our learning algorithm. We will also
test our algorithms on classes of documents with different
layout styles.
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